
Success is counted sweetest

People who always fail are the ones who appreciate success the
most. To truly value something sweet like success, you have to
really, really need it.

Not a single soldier in the army that won the battle today has as
clear an understanding of the meaning of victory as does a
dying soldier from the opposing army.

To this dying soldier's ears, the distant sounds of celebration
ring out painfully clear.

SUCCESS, LACK, AND DESIRE

Emily Dickinson’s “Success is counted sweetest”
argues that “success” is valued most by those who

have it least. In this sense, success is a kind of a parparadoadoxx: the
more successful you are, the less you appreciate that success,
and vice versa. The desire for success is thus strongest in those
who need it most—like the dying soldier who can hear the
celebrations of his enemies. Desire, then, is defined by a sense
of lack—of not having something.

It follows that the less likely success is to come to someone, the
more intensely they will desire it. The use of “sweetest” and
"nectar" in the first stanza further draw a link between success
and desire, as though “success” is something deliciously

luxurious to those who don't have it. Indeed, the metaphormetaphor in
the second half of the first stanza suggests that this paradoxical
relationship between success and valuing success is engrained
in nature itself. A honey bee, for example, desires “nectar” more
and more the hungrier it gets. Likewise, those whose longing
for success is met only with failure feel increasingly hungry for
success (according to this poem anyway).

The poem develops this idea further with a metaphor about
military conflict. In this scenario, a soldier lies “dying” on the
ground, hearing the “distant” sounds of “triumph” made by the
victorious army (the “purple Host”). It is this dying soldier, not
the victors themselves, who best understands what success
actually means. He senses the vast distance between his
“failure”—the fact that his side has lost the battle and he is now
dying—and the goal of the battle in the first place: victory. In
other words, the position he finds himself in is as far away as it
possibly could be from the position he desired to be in.

The poem's central idea doesn’t seem limited to the specific
examples given. Its message could equally apply to the “agony”
of unrequited love or a sportsperson failing to win the
tournament they’ve always dreamed of winning. People who
don't have something want it all the more strongly. Yet the
more that thing becomes a part of daily reality—be it success in
terms of battle, love, career, or anything else—the less it
actually means.

Where this theme appears in the poem:Where this theme appears in the poem:

• Lines 1-12

LINES 1-2

Success is counted sweetest
By those who ne'er succeed.

Dickinson often wrote poems with succinct moral messages,
and this poem immediately states its message in clear terms:

Success is counted sweetest
By those who ne'er succeed.

In other words, success is most valued and best appreciated by
those who "ne'er" (never) have it. This is a parparadoadoxx typical of
Dickinson's poetry, with "success" meaning more the less that
people enjoy it—and implying that having success makes it seem
less significant.

The poem is deliberately general both here and throughout,
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allowing for the power of its main idea to feel like it can apply to
almost any situation that involves success (and by extension the
desire for success). For example, the opening two lines would
seem apt if applied to situations as different as unrequited love
or a soccer player's failure to win a long hoped-for trophy.

The first two lines are packed with sibilancesibilance:

SSucccessss iss counted ssweetesst
By thosse who ne'er ssucccceed.

On the one hand, this dense use of sound makes the opening
lines, an example of an aphorismaphorism, all the more memorable—they
feel quippy and witty in their delivery of this moral message. On
a subtler level, the /s/ sounds are an important part of the
poem's opening metaphormetaphor, of success as a kind of "sweet taste"
most desired by those who never have it. The /s/ sounds create
a kind of salivation in the mouth of the reader, suggestive of
both the enjoyment of food (success) and the way in which the
body creates saliva in anticipation of food (desire).

The enjambmentenjambment between the two lines creates a sense of
anticipation as the reader waits for the answer to the implicit
question posed by the first line: who counts success sweetest?
The next line delivers this answer, and then concludes with a
strong end-stopend-stop—the clear pause suggesting the speaker's
assuredness in the truth of this aphorism.

These lines also establish the poem's meter, which is iambiciambic
trimetertrimeter:

Successcess is countcounted sweetsweetest
By thosethose who nene''erer succeedceed.

The first line has an extra unstressed syllable, creating a
feminine endingfeminine ending; this may seem like a hiccup, but the speaker
will actually repeat this same pattern almost exactly in every
other line throughout the poem.

LINES 3-4

To comprehend a nectar
Requires sorest need.

The poem expands upon its moral message using a metaphormetaphor.
Picking up on success as a kind of sweet taste best appreciated
by those who don’t succeed, these two lines conceive of success
as a kind of “nectar.” Nectar is a sugary substance secreted by
plants that insects collect; nectar is also used to refer to a drink
of the gods in classical mythology, or to a thick, sweet drink in
general. Any of these definitions works here.

Nectar also alliteralliteratesates with “ne’er” from the previous line,
further establishing a connection between the two; this line is
an elaboration of the idea presented earlier in the poem. In
order to best comprehend this nectar—that is, to fully
understand its worth—takes “sorest need.” In other words, the

nectar tastes best to those need it most—and it’s needed most
by those who don’t have it. People that do have success get
used to it, the poem implies, whereas those that don’t only
crave it more.

By mentioning “nectar,” the poem also brings nature into the
poem. Just as a bee instinctually desires nectar, so too do
people long for success. And just as a satisfied bee desires the
nectar much less than one that is starved of it, people who
succeed more don't appreciate it as much—that’s just the way
of the world, suggests the poem, a sort of natural law.

Metrically speaking, these two lines mirror the opening two
(note that "requires" scans as three syllables). “Nectar” ends
line 3 on a weak stress (another feminine endingfeminine ending):

To comcomprehendhend a nectnectar
Requiquires sorest needneed.

The /r/ consonanceconsonance through these lines ("comprrehend,"
"nectarr," "rrequirres," "sorrest") is gently tender, suggestive of the
“soreness” that comes with “need.” Desire is characterized as a
kind of ache, a dull pulsing pain that runs through failure.

LINES 5-8

Not one of all the purple Host
Who took the Flag today
Can tell the definition
So clear of victory

The second stanza introduces the poem's next metaphormetaphor,
though its full meaning isn't clear until the final lines of the
poem. Here, the reader gets a couple lines of build up, as the
speaker says that not a single member of an army who won a
recent battle can understand what victory means as much as...
well, the reader doesn't know yet! The stanza ends before
finishing the thought, with an enjambmentenjambment between stanzas
that ups the sense of anticipation.

What is clear from this stanza alone, however, is that not a
single soldier from the “purple Host” can “tell the definition” of
(that is, truly understand) “victory.” “Purple” carries with it
connotations of royalty and power, so “purple Host” might
reference a royal army, perhaps that of the United Kingdom in
which Dickinson lived.

Line 6 contains an example of metonmetonymymyy, with “the Flag”
representing victory. Free from the rival army’s aggression, the
victors can display their flag as a symbol of their achievement.
Or, as is the case here, they can also capture the enemy’s flag
and thereby deny the enemy that same status symbol. But no
one, continues the poem, on the winning side knows the true
value of victory. That is left for the third stanza to describe.

It’s notable here that all four lines are enjambedenjambed. Perhaps this
matches what the stanza describes: the “purple Host” has
conquered its resistance, and so the stanza’s four lines
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encounter no resistance in the form of punctuation either.

LINES 9-10

As he defeated – dying –
On whose forbidden ear

In the third stanza, the poem zooms in one of the defeated
army’s soldiers—who is notably alone, in contrast to the
numerous “purple Host” of line 5. This soldier is nearly dead,
with the alliteralliterationation between “ddefeated” and “ddying”
underscoring the life force ebbing away (notice how “defeated”
also contains the word “dead”). The caesurcaesuraa here—the only in
the poem—suggests this moment-by-moment loss of life,
breaking the line up until small moments too.

Generally speaking, the third stanza completes the metaphormetaphor
begun in the second, depicting the soldier on the ground. While
“dying,” he hears the “distant strains of triumph” coming from
his rival victors (and the sounds are probably drums, trumpets
and cheers).

In other words, the “dying” soldier is better placed to
understand the meaning of victory than the actual victors—the
rival army which is celebrating within earshot. This, of course, is
a metaphorical way of depicting any situation which there are
“winners” and “losers.”

But before the poem gets to these “distant strains,” it states
that the dying soldier has a “forbidden ear.” Of course, it is not
his ear that is “forbidden” specifically but the soldier himself
more generally. Because he is on the losing side, he is shut
out—“forbidden”—from the victory ceremonies. There’s a kind
of spatial metaphor at play here, with the soldier on the
outskirts of the celebration as a failed exile. The consonantconsonant /d/
sound in “forbidddden” links with “ddefeated” and “ddying,”
confirming the way in which all of these are linked.
Furthermore, the soldier is now “forbidden” from living any
longer.

But it’s this soldier, rather than the victors, who best knows the
“definition” of “victory.” He is better placed to understand it
because he does not have it and, indeed, he has sacrificed his
life in its pursuit. Relating this back to “success,” the poem is
restating the idea presented in the first two lines: that “success”
is best understood by those that do not have it.

LINES 11-12

The distant strains of triumph
Burst agonized and clear!

In the poem’s final two lines, insult is added to the dying
soldier’s literal injury. Lying there helplessly as his last living
moments play out, he hears the sounds that he wishes he was
making himself—the sounds of “triumph.”

Here, the poem makes playful use of musicality, using delicate
consonanceconsonance to suggest a far-off tune (perhaps a bugle call
played by the winning army’s trumpeter):

The ddiststantt strstrainss of trtriumph
Burstrst agonizedd andd clearr!

The meter of the two lines contrasts effectively. Line 11 has a
steady iambiciambic sound—even though it, again, has an extra
unstressed syllable on the end (another feminine endingfeminine ending,
keeping with the poem's pattern), it still sounds like an iambic
meter—whereas line 12 “bursts” into volume with a spondee.
The two stressed syllables in a row—"BurstBurst agagonized"— convey
the way the sounds of “triumph” play “agonizingly” in the dying
soldier’s mind, as though he cannot block them out. The
metrical violence of this final line is also suggestive of the
soldier’s injury at the hands of his enemy.

Comparing the two then, line 11 has a measured tone that
seems to evoke military victory and organization, whereas line
12 relates more to the soldier’s personal experience. The
exclamation mark is almost painful to read, suggesting both the
noise of the victors’ celebrations and the finality of the poem’s
ending.

In this scenario, the soldier represents failure. This failure is
taunted by success, meaning that those who don’t succeed
focus on—and perhaps obsess over—success to the point that
they parparadoadoxicallyxically know it better than those for whom
succeeding is the norm.

There is another possible interpretation of the poem, though it
seems unlikely to have been Dickinson’s intention. Perhaps,
through being on death’s door, the soldier has the clearest
definition of success because he understands that it is
ultimately meaningless. That is, he knows that all victories are
temporary, and that life is always defeated by death in the end.

ALLITERATION

The first stanza of “Success is Counted Sweetest” makes
frequent use of alliteralliterationation, which, combined with sibilancesibilance and
consonanceconsonance, makes its moral message all the more memorable.
This stanza is filled with repeated /s/ and /n/ sounds at the start
of words.

The poem here is building a metaphormetaphor, mapping the idea of
“success” onto taste (specifically, onto sweetness). The “sweet”
taste of success is one best enjoyed—or one that would be best
enjoyed—by those for whom it is most unattainable.

The next instance of alliteration is between “nne’er” and “nnectar”
(lines 2 and 3). These words look and sound very similar, with
just the /ct/ added or taken away to make them sound the same.
This places the two concepts close together: “ne’er,” which
represents denial and failure, with “nectar,” which stands in for
the sweet taste of success. This creates a “so-near-yet-so-far”
effect, with “nectar” placed tantalizingly—but forever—out of
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reach. This then widens to include the “nneed” of line 4.

The other example of alliteration in “Success is Counted
Sweetest” comes in line 9. Here, the two /d/ sounds of
“ddefeated” and “ddying” combine with caesura to create a sense
of weariness and small, difficult movement in keeping with the
description of a dying soldier. Indeed, the first and last syllables
of “defeated” even create the word “dead.”

This alliteration also chimes with the /d/ in “ddistant,” which has a
similar effect to the /n/ alliteration discussed in the paragraph
above. The alliteration helps draw a distinction between the
“dead” soldier in one place and the victorious “distant” army in
another, showing that they are close in the sense that there are
fine margins between victory and defeat but also far apart in
terms of what it means to succeed or fail.

Where AlliterWhere Alliteration appears in the poem:ation appears in the poem:

• Line 1: “S,” “s”
• Line 2: “n,” “s”
• Line 3: “n”
• Line 4: “s,” “n”
• Line 9: “d,” “d”
• Line 11: “d”

CAESURA

CaesurCaesuraa is used only once in “Success is Counted Sweetest”—in
line 9. Here, the poem describes a “dying” soldier whose army
has lost the battle. The soldier is mortally wounded, his life
force ebbing away. The poem uses its single caesura to help
bring this moment to sonic life.

Whereas the rest of the poem has flowed smoothly, at least
from the start to finish of each line, this caesura comes as an
abrupt interruption. It conveys a sense of difficulty and small
movement, as though the soldier is helplessly trying to raise
himself or flee. He’s not yet dead, but he is most certainly dying.
The two dashes around this word—“dying”—give it its own
space, making it a powerfully dramatic moment. The word is
isolated, subtly hinting at the isolation of the soldier himself;
presumably, his comrades are either dead, dying, or have
already fled. This isolation contrasts with the “triumphant”
sounds of the rival army, which suggest a big group reveling in
their victory.

Where CaesurWhere Caesura appears in the poem:a appears in the poem:

• Line 9: “–”

CONSONANCE

“Success is Counted Sweetest” is brimming with consonanceconsonance in
its opening stanza. Note how many repeated /s/, /k/, /n/, /r/, and
/t/ sounds suffuse the lines. As noted in our discussion of
alliteralliterationation, this helps make the poem's moral message all the

more memorable; it sounds like a common aphorismaphorism, like a
sharp and witty remark that relates a well known truth about
life. (Also note that much of this consonance is more specifically
sibilancesibilance, which is discussed in the sibilance section of the
guide.)

The hard /k/, having been first introduced in the word "succcess"
itself, helps that success remain top of mind throughout the
poem; the sound of success literally echoes throughout the
lines, with repetition of this /k/ (and /s/) sound popping up again
and again—"ccounted," "ccomprehend," "necctar," "reqquires," etc.
This sound continues on into the next stanza, with "cclear" and
"vicctory"—again associating this army's win with "success."
Notably, the sound disappears almost entirely from the final
stanza—where the dying soldier, not coincidentally, is decidedly
unsuccessful.

Lines 3 and 4 also use /r/ consonance, gently pre-empted by
“ne’err” in line 2. These lines talk of “sorrest need,” an image that
suggests a kind of tender pain like a nursed wound. The /r/
sounds contribute to this image, as though the lines are
touching the same sound to see if it still hurts.

The final stanza also uses consonance to great effect, with the
/d/ sound of “forbidddden” picking up on the alliteration of
“ddefeated” and “ddying” in line 9. The fact that the sound is now
concealed after the first syllable of the word suggests the
weakening life force of the dying soldier. The final stanza also
returns to the delicate /t/ sounds used in the first, now perhaps
evoking the organized music played by the victorious army.
Indeed, four /t/ sounds in line 11—"disttantt sttrains of
ttriumph"—are perhaps suggestive of a four-beat musical
pattern, of the type sometimes used in marches and military
music.

Where Consonance appears in the poem:Where Consonance appears in the poem:

• Line 1: “S,” “c,” “c,” “ss,” “s,” “c,” “t,” “s,” “t,” “st”
• Line 2: “s,” “n,” “s,” “c,” “c”
• Line 3: “T,” “c,” “r,” “n,” “c,” “t,” “r”
• Line 4: “R,” “q,” “r,” “s,” “s,” “r,” “n”
• Line 5: “ll,” “l”
• Line 6: “t,” “l,” “t”
• Line 7: “t,” “ll”
• Line 8: “c,” “l,” “c”
• Line 9: “d,” “d”
• Line 10: “dd”
• Line 11: “d,” “s,” “t,” “n,” “t,” “st,” “n,” “ t,” “r”
• Line 12: “r,” “s,” “t,” “z,” “d,” “d”

ENJAMBMENT

Many lines in “Success is Counted Sweetest” are enjambedenjambed,
including the very first line of the poem. This creates a little
moment of anticipation as the speaker' introduces the poem's
moral message: success is most valued... by whom? Readers
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don't find out until the next line, which is then clearly end-end-
stoppedstopped—signaling the completion of this message.

This alternating pattern—an enjambed line followed by a clear
full stop—is repeated in the next two lines as well. The first line
flows from “sweetest” (which is associated with success), but
the phrase is stopped by “ne’er succeed.” Likewise, “nectar” (also
associated with success and sweetness) is interrupted by
“sorest need.” In each instance, then, success is undercut by
failure.

The middle stanza then consists entirely of enjambed lines.
Here, the poem describes a victorious army, and perhaps the
enjambment is used to suggest a sense of ease and celebration,
the rival army no longer in their way; the lines plow ahead
without resistance, just as this army no longer faces any
resistance.

Most of the final stanza also uses enjambment, in part keeping
up the feel of the previous stanza. It’s particularly effective
between lines 11 and 12, placing dramatic emphasis on the
word “burst.” The enjambment (along with the metrical stress)
helps the word itself burst forth from the start of the line. This
helps convey the soldier’s pain, which is not just the pulsing
physical sensations of his wound (itself a kind “burst”) but the
psychological pain of listening to the other army’s sounds of
victory.

Where Enjambment appears in the poem:Where Enjambment appears in the poem:

• Line 1: “sweetest”
• Line 2: “By”
• Line 3: “nectar”
• Line 4: “Requires”
• Line 5: “Host”
• Line 6: “Who,” “today”
• Line 7: “Can ,” “definition”
• Line 8: “So,” “victory”
• Line 9: “As”
• Line 10: “ear”
• Line 11: “The,” “triumph”
• Line 12: “Burst”

METONYMY

MetonMetonymymyy is used once in “Success is Counted Sweetest,” in
line 6. Here, “the Flag” is a figurative way of describing victory
in war. Flags are symbols of nations or organized groups, and
accordingly capturing an enemy’s flag represents the
suppression of that enemy's power—that is, their defeat. The
poem is thus using something closely associated with
victory—"the Flag"—to stand in for that victory itself, making
this a moment of metonymy. The dying soldier in the third
stanza has been fighting under this particular captured flag, and
the loss of the flag thus might represent both the actual defeat
and the soldier’s loss of life.

Where MetonWhere Metonymymy appears in the poem:y appears in the poem:

• Line 6: “the Flag”

METAPHOR

“Success is Counted Sweetest” uses its first metaphormetaphor in its
opening line, when “success” is characterized as a kind of
taste—“Sweetest.” Though “sweet” can generally mean “good,”
with “sweetest” thereby meaning “best,” the specific reference
to taste links the poem’s opening statement more directly to
desire. People who don’t have success hunger for it most.

The poem then develops this metaphor with another one,
which comes from a similar place. In line 3, the poem refers to
“nectar,” which is also “sweet” (again, nectar can refer to either
the sugary substance secreted by plants, a drink of the gods in
classical mythology, or any thick, sweet beverage). This doesn’t
just restate the first metaphor but inserts a sense of the natural
world. Bees, for example, desire nectar almost
automatically—it’s simply in their nature. This development of
the metaphor suggests that desiring success is also in human
nature, and most pronounced in those that do not have it.

Stanzas two and three construct the poem’s other metaphor,
which is perhaps best characterized as an eextended metaphorxtended metaphor.
Here, the speaker describes a dying soldier hearing the sounds
of victory from the far-off enemy army. This is both a metaphor
for and an example of the poem’s opening statement: the
soldier, by being on the losing side of the war, is better placed to
understand the meaning of success and victory.

Where Metaphor appears in the poem:Where Metaphor appears in the poem:

• Line 1
• Line 3
• Lines 5-12

PARADOX

The poem’s main idea contains a rather puzzling piece of logic:
success is best enjoyed and understood by those who do not
actually have it. This parparadoadoxx seems deliberately
counterintuitive and, as with much of Dickinson’s poetry,
attempts to be faithful to the complexities of life and avoid
oversimplification. It might be reasonable to think that the
people who enjoy success the best are those who do succeed,
but the poem is making the point that, to such people, success
is actually less of a remarkable achievement. People who do not
succeed desire it more strongly and are fixated on their lack of
it. This, according to the poem’s argument, makes them
understands the value of success all the more strongly.

It’s a bit like the idea that the grass is always greener on the
other side of the fence—except that only one side actually has
any grass, and those who live on that side are so used to grass
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that it’s no longer something that they value! In any case, the
poem uses this paradox to help readers conceive of success in a
new way—perhaps to reevaluate their relationship to "winning"
vs. "losing," and to understand how the desire for things tends
to come from not having them.

Where PWhere Pararadoadox appears in the poem:x appears in the poem:

• Lines 1-4
• Lines 5-9

SIBILANCE

SibilanceSibilance is used to great effect in “Success is counted
Sweetest,” from the first line onward. As noted in our discussion
of consonance, the actual sounds of the word "success" echo
throughout the poem—the hard /k/ and soft /s/ appearing again
and again. There’s something seductive and luxurious about the
prominent /s/ sounds, playing with the idea of “success” being
well understood but out of reach. The high number of /s/
sounds in the first stanza in particular might even suggest
obsession, as though the line is fixated on sibilant sounds in the
same way that—according to the poem—people who don’t
succeed obsess about it more.

Interestingly, the poem dials down the sibilance in the second
stanza. This appears to coincide with a focus on a victorious
army. Whereas the first stanza concentrated on not succeeding
and was highly sibilant, the second stanza shows an example of
realized success and accordingly takes the emphasis off sibilant
sounds. If sibilance suggests desire, then it makes sense for it to
be less present while poem briefly touches on the army’s
victory—since this army doesn't actually understand all that
much about success, according to the poem.

Indeed, this idea seems to be confirmed by the final stanza.
Here, the poem focuses on a dying soldier from the defeated
army—and the sibilant sounds return. The soldier can hear the
“agonizzing” sounds of the victorious army’s celebrations—and
those "disstant sstrainss of triumph" seem to make the difference
between failure and success all the more stark and painful. If
the /s/ sounds are linked to this position—that is, knowing the
meaning of success through not having it—it makes perfect
sense for the poem to reintroduce the prominent sibilance at
this stage.

Where Sibilance appears in the poem:Where Sibilance appears in the poem:

• Line 1: “S,” “c,” “ss,” “s,” “s,” “s”
• Line 2: “s,” “s,” “c”
• Line 4: “s,” “s,” “s”
• Line 5: “s”
• Line 11: “s,” “s,” “s”
• Line 12: “s,” “z”

Counted (Line 1) - Here this means "regarded," rather than
something to do with numbers.

Ne'er (Line 2) - A contraction of "never."

Nectar (Line 3) - A sugary liquid produced by plants that
attracts animals and insects. "Nectar" can also refer to a drink
of the gods in Greek and Roman mythology, or to a thick, sweet
drink in general.

Sorest (Line 4) - This can mean "most painful," "most upset," or
"most urgent."

Purple Host (Line 5) - "Host" here is used to denote the big
group of people that make up the poem's victorious army. They
are purple most likely because it is a color associated with
royalty and power.

Strains (Line 11) - A literary word for music.

Agonized (Line 12) - This means "painfully," relating to both the
soldier's mental and physical pain.

FORM

“Success is Counted Sweetest” is a balladballad consisting of three
quatrquatrainsains. This poem is one of a number of “definition poems”
by Dickinson, in which she explores the meaning of a word in
order to express a complex truth. In this case, the word is
“success,” and the poem focuses less on its actual definition
than who is best placed to define it. Put simply, it’s those people
don’t succeed that best understand the meaning of success.

The opening two lines state this idea plainly, while the rest of
the first stanza develops it with a metaphormetaphor (that “success” is a
kind of “sweet” “nectar” that paradoxically tastes better the less
it's tasted).

The second and third stanzas move the poem on to an
illustrative example of the poem’s main idea, and this is also a
metaphor. Stanza two describes a victorious army, but suggests
that they don’t know the meaning of their success as much as
the dying soldier—described in stanza 3—who hears their
celebrations from afar.

METER

“Success is counted Sweetest” is a balladballad, meanings its lines
alternate between iambiciambic tetrameter and iambic trimeter.
Were the poem to conform perfectly to this form, lines 1 and 3
in each stanza should have four iambs (da DUM) per line, and
lines 2 and 4 should have three iambs per line.

Except, the poem doesn't do this. Instead, lines 1 and 3 in each
stanza are missing their final syllables—ending instead on an
unstressed note and essentially leaving the reader hanging.

VVOCABULARYOCABULARY
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Take a look:

Successcess | is count-count- | ed sweet-sweet- | est
By thosethose | who nene''erer | succeedceed.
To comp-comp- | rehendhend | a nec-nec- | tar
Requi-qui- | res sor-sor- | est needneed.

For lines 1 and 3 to be proper iambic tetrameter, they'd need
another stressed syllable—something like: "Successcess | is count-count- |
ed sweet-sweet- | est deardear."

This is technically called catalexis, and it has an interesting
effect on the poem’s sound. Whereas steady iambsiambs can often
sound assured and measured, the missing syllable at the end
these lines creates a sense of falling. It is as though these lines
strive to be iambic—but fail. This effect is particularly noticeable
in line 9, when the missing syllable combines with the caesurcaesuraa
to create an air of defeat and resignation around the word
“dying”:

As hehe | defeat-feat- | ed – dy-dy- | ing –

In fact, the poem’s single other variation supports this idea. Line
5 describes the victory—the “success”—of the dying soldier’s
rivals. And accordingly, the line is purely iambic, as though the
army’s victory has earned that right:

Not oneone | of allall | the pupur-r- | ple HostHost

This line is an example of perfect iambic tetrameter, and its
regularity recalls the sound of a victory march.

RHYME SCHEME

“Success is Counted Sweetest” has a regular rhyme scheme
with the following pattern:

ABCB

This scheme is known as the balladballad stanza, but is also close to
the hymn songs of Dickinson's time. As with Dickinson’s other
poems, this makes “Success is Counted Sweetest” an easy poem
to memorize. In turn, this makes it feel like an aphorismaphorism—a
succinctly expressed truth or thought about life—that
expresses something complicated in simple terms.

The first pair of rhymes helps set up the poem’s relationship
between success and the desire for success. "Succeed"/"need"
neatly represents the poem’s main idea that understanding the
value of success depends, parparadoadoxicallyxically, on not having it.

The second pair of rhyme words—"today"/"victory"—is a slantslant
rhrhymeyme, another common element of Dickinson’s poetry. But the
third pair returns to full rhyme, with "ear" and "clear" chiming
together in an appropriately neat and obvious way. Here, the
poem describes the dying soldier’s experience of hearing the
sounds of the other army’s celebrations—which thereby makes

the distinction between success and failure all the more painful
and immediate. It makes sense, therefore, that the rhyme here
would match this painful clarity.

As with much of Dickinson’s poetry, the speaker in “Success is
Counted Sweetest” is non-specific—given no age, gender,
occupation, etc. The speaker has a bold statement to make
about the nature of success and failure and, having made that
statement, goes about proving it. The speaker’s aim is to shake
up the concepts of success and failure and in turn to see them
anew. The speaker's anonymity helps the poem's argument
apply to lots of different circumstances; it's not limited to any
single situation.

It’s hard not to see this discussion of the nature of success in
the context of Dickinson’s own life, however. A passionate
believer in the power of poetry, Dickinson had to reconcile
herself to the unfortunate fact that she wouldn’t get the
recognition in her life time that her poetry deserved. She was
well placed, then, to understand the desire for literary success
while also having to adjust to its lack.

Dickinson’s poems often have a timeless quality, and they rarely
contain geographical specifics. As with her other “definition
poems,” “Success is Counted Sweetest” takes place in a kind of
forum in which the speaker examines a concept and tries to
cast it in fresh light.

Accordingly, it’s fair to say that this poem takes place in a world
of argument and metaphormetaphor. That said, the mention of “nectar”
in line 3 briefly evokes a natural setting, and the second and
third stanzas take place on a battlefield of some sort. But the
poem is trying to convey truths about the world that are
universal, and so this battle is described in very general terms.
The lack of a really specific setting helps the poem's message
apply to all sorts of different situations.

LITERARY CONTEXT

Emily Dickinson was a 19th century American poet who lived in
Amherst, Massachusetts. She published very little during her
lifetime—indeed, published work was predominantly put out by
men—and was a famously reclusive figure. This poem was one
of only a handful published during Dickinson's lifetime, and
even then was published anonymously in the Brooklyn Daily
Union in 1864.

Dickinson valued the writings of William Wordsworth and
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Ralph Waldo Emerson, as well as of Charlotte Brontë and
Shakespeare. During her early life, Dickinson went to a
religious school and afterward continued to be preoccupied
with questions about faith and the meaning of existence.
Church literature, then, was also a major part of her literary
context, and her poems often employ a meter and diction
similar to that found in hymns (as is true in this case). Her
posthumous influence was far-reaching and she is now
considered one of the most important poets in the English
language.

"Success is Counted Sweetest" is close to a particular type of
Dickinson work, which might be called "definition poems." In
these, the speaker sets out an abstract noun which is then
discussed in concrete terms and images; this refreshes the
abstract concept and casts it in a new light. Other famous
poems that follow a similar set-up are "Grief is a MouseGrief is a Mouse," "FameFame
is a Beeis a Bee," and "Hope is the Thing with FHope is the Thing with Featherseathers." This poem
differs slightly in that the "is" is not immediately followed by a
concrete noun (instead, it is followed by the phrase "counted
sweetest").

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

The Puritan environment in which Dickinson grew up placed
great emphasis on the proper morality of the Christian
tradition. Religious revivalism was taking hold during
Dickinson's lifetime, with competing ideas about the way in
which people ought to serve God, including the temperance
movement of which her own father was a part. The morality of
slavery—and whether slavery should be abolished—was also an
intensely debated issue at the forefront of the political scene,
and which, of course, led to the outbreak of the American Civil
War. Though she lived during a tumultuous time in American
history, Dickinson primarily turned inward when it came to her
poetry—focusing on the life of the mind rather than political
and social upheaval around her.

EXTERNAL RESOURCES

• On PlaOn Playing Emilyying Emily — A clip in which actor Cynthia Nixon
discusses playing Emily Dickinson in the film A Quiet
Passion. (https:/(https://www/www..yyoutube.com/outube.com/
watch?v=4_SId6che2k)watch?v=4_SId6che2k)

• Student ResourcesStudent Resources — Resources for students about
Dickinson provided by the Emily Dickinson museum
(which is situated in her old house).
(https:/(https://www/www.emily.emilydickinsonmuseum.org/education/dickinsonmuseum.org/education/
resources-for-students-and-teachers/)resources-for-students-and-teachers/)

• Understanding DickinsonUnderstanding Dickinson's Use of Meter's Use of Meter — A valuable
discussion of Dickinson's use of meter in her poetry.
(https:/(https:///poemshape.poemshape.wordpress.com/2009/01/18/emily-wordpress.com/2009/01/18/emily-
dickinson-iambic-meter-and-rhdickinson-iambic-meter-and-rhyme/)yme/)

• The Original PThe Original Poemoem — Take a look at the poem in
Dickinson's handwriting.
(https:/(https://www/www.digitalcommon.digitalcommonwealth.org/search/wealth.org/search/
commoncommonwealth:fq977x56f)wealth:fq977x56f)

• Dickinson: the PDickinson: the Podcastodcast — Experts talk about Emily
Dickinson's life and work on the BBC's In Our Time
podcast/radio show. (https:/(https://www/www..yyoutube.com/outube.com/
watch?v=SDBADIHwchQ )watch?v=SDBADIHwchQ )

LITCHARTS ON OTHER EMILY DICKINSON POEMS

• As imperceptibly as griefAs imperceptibly as grief
• Because I could not stop for Death —Because I could not stop for Death —
• Hope is the thing with feathersHope is the thing with feathers
• I felt a FI felt a Funeruneral, in mal, in my Bry Brainain
• I heard a Fly buzz - when I died -I heard a Fly buzz - when I died -
• I’m Nobody! Who are yI’m Nobody! Who are you?ou?
• Much Madness is divinest Sense -Much Madness is divinest Sense -
• My Life had stood - a LMy Life had stood - a Loaded Gunoaded Gun
• ThereThere's a certain Slant of light's a certain Slant of light
• This is mThis is my letter to the worldy letter to the world
• Wild nights - Wild nights!Wild nights - Wild nights!

MLA
Howard, James. "Success is counted sweetest." LitCharts. LitCharts
LLC, 8 May 2019. Web. 22 Apr 2020.

CHICAGO MANUAL
Howard, James. "Success is counted sweetest." LitCharts LLC, May
8, 2019. Retrieved April 22, 2020. https://www.litcharts.com/
poetry/emily-dickinson/success-is-counted-sweetest.
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